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•

Four districts in Jilin city, NE China, raised epidemic
alert statuses in response to a COVID-19 outbreak in
nearby Shulan city

•

Origin of Shulan outbreak remains unknown.
Infections spread to Shenyang, in neighbouring
Liaoning province. 8000 people in quarantine due to
the outbreak, which looks set to continue but
unlikely to escalate

•

China continues it’s strategy of large-scale testing,
now reporting capacity for 1.5 m tests/day. Testing
of Wuhan’s entire population (11m+) is underway.
As testing increases, rate of asymptomatic carriers
in Wuhan has been falling

•

In addition to epidemic control measures, security is
being significantly stepped-up on travel into Beijing,
as the ‘Two Sessions’ party meetings begin
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Headlines
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•

‘Fast track’ international travel agreements for
‘essential business personnel’ now announced
between China and a number of countries including:
South Korea, Singapore, Japan, Germany, UK, France,
Italy and Switzerland

•

The annual ‘Two Sessions’ meetings, the most
important events in China’s political calendar, drew
to a close in Beijing, with a plethora of legislation,
reforms and significant announcements made

•

Wuhan completes 9 million COVID-19 tests (NAT)
within 10 days with plans to now finish testing the
remainder of the city’s 11+ million population

•

Testing in Wuhan identified only one new infection,
but also gave insight into scale of asymptomatic
infections (‘silent carriers’). Only 218 silent carriers
have been identified so far
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COVID-19
•

While a trickle of new infections continue to be detected in China, the
country has not reported any new COVID-19 deaths

•

The completion, in only 10 days, of 9 million COVID-19 tests in Wuhan
(where COVID-19 was first detected) is one of the biggest news stories this
week. The city is now looking to test all of the remainder of its 11+ million
population over coming weeks

•

The large-scale testing in Wuhan has identified only one new confirmed
infection, but has also given insight into the scale of asymptomatic
infections (“silent carriers”). Only 218 silent carriers were identified
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COVID-19
•

The city-wide testing drive brings positivity to some Wuhan residents who
celebrated their test results on social media. While the epidemic recedes
and restrictions are eased, Wuhan’s “vitality remains yet to return”

•

The city of Shulan in China’s NE Jilin province remains the focus of a
managed outbreak of COVID-19 cases, with the city currently under
lockdown. Increased restrictions also in-place in provincial capital Jilin city

•

Chinese nationals attempting to return from Russia remains the largest
source of ‘imported infections’, with China maintaining tightened NE
border controls with its NE neighbour
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How to test 9 million people in 10 days?
• In two words… ‘Grouped Testing’
How does it work?
• Swabs of 5-10 (sometimes up to 30) people combined into one test. A
negative result clears the entire group. A positive result means each
person in the batch is re-swabbed and tested individually
Why does it work?
• Premised on infection rate having fallen below 1%. If the rate was above
5%, this would have delayed rather than sped-up the city’s testing drive
Wuhan’s Testing Infrastructure
• 63 nucleic acid testing institutes, 386 collection stations, average testing
capacity of 100,000 test per day
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International Travel
•

China continues to implement a temporary suspension on entry for all
foreign nationals, with, at present, few exceptions

•

Special ‘fast track’ agreements to facilitate the return of ‘essential business
personnel’ to China is now in place for South Korea, Singapore, Japan,
Germany, UK, France, Italy and Switzerland.

•

At the local level, essential business travel is being focused on particular
locations including: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Tianjin,
Chongqing and Shandong
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International Travel
•

China’s Civil Aviation Authority has setup ‘Green Channels’ to help
streamline Fast Track arrivals. From Monday, domestic and overseas
airlines can apply (3 days ahead) for licenses to operate non-scheduled
international flights into China and submit charted flight applications

•

According to a meeting between the EUCC and Shanghai Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the municipality has setup ’two channels’ for facilitating
the return of essential foreign business personnel from ‘Fast Track
agreement’ countries. Shanghai’s two channels: a normal channel entails
14-day quarantine at a designated central facility; a fast-track channel will
allow foreign employees to enter Shanghai workplaces only 48 hours after
arrival and subject to negative COVID-19 test results
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International Travel
•

Some of Asia’s most significant travel hubs, Singapore Changi (2nd June)
and Hong Kong Airport (1st June), will once again permit transit passengers.
Transit passengers had been banned by Hong Kong Airports authorities
since 25th March
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Internal Travel and Logistics
•

No significant update
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Society
•

China’s Ministry of Education estimates that between 150-200 million
students will have returned to classrooms by the end of the month

•

By mid-May, over 100 million students had resumed classes, including 2.9
million college students, 21 million high school students and 4.6 million
kindergarten children

•

Soon-to-graduate students will be allowed to return to college and
university classrooms in Hubei province, starting from 8th June. Returning
students must have no recent travel history. Final-year high school
students in the province have already been returning since 6th May and
final-year middle school student since late May
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Society
•

Primary and secondary school students now set to return to classrooms in
Beijing from 1st June, while mass gathering events will still be banned

•

The cancellation of many key English proficiency exams in China is posed to
have significant impact on students’ applications for overseas study. Exams
for IELTS, GRE, GMAT etc… had been scheduled for June but now
cancelled. Undergraduate applications for popular destinations such as the
USA have fallen 50-60 percent y/y in April

•

Across China, from February to April 2020, 3,700 individuals have been
arrested for crimes related to breaches of epidemic controls, 2,500 of
which were later prosecuted
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Society
•

While China’s Health Code APP system has played a central role in easing
travel restrictions, intermittent concerns have been raised over personal
data protection issues. China’s annual meeting of top legislators has been
deliberating a Personal Data Privacy Law for China, which has gained
growing urgency over recent years in the face of data breaches and fraud

•

Hangzhou city (home of China’s Health Code APP) proposes new and
permanent mobile Health Code which aims to monitor range of behaviours
including alcohol consumption, smoking and sleeping and “rank citizens
according to their health.” It’s received highly mixed views and comments
from over 100m of China’s netizens so far
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Society
•

A draft regulation on China’s ‘Green Card’ immigration system, originally
aiming to expand issuing of Green Cards and increase China’s global
competitiveness, receives calls from members of National People’s
Congress (NPC) to make the regulation stricter. Proposed removal of a “no
criminal record” requirement for applicants has caused public controversy

•

Ministry of Education calls for stricter enrollment criteria for foreign
students in Chinese universities. Officials want to “focus on attracting more
talented youth” and caution against expanding enrollment of foreign
students “in blind pursuit of internationalization”
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Local Business
•

At the annual session of the NPC, it also announced that China plans to
create 9 million jobs in 2020, lowest since 2014, as the country seeks to
stabilise levels of unemployment

•

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang also urged all local governments to take
measures to bolster employment as part of an “employment-first policy”
for post-pandemic recovery. China aims to stabilise the urban
unemployment rate at 5.5% (an increase of 1 percent point from last year)
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Local Business
•

Number of agencies, including China’s banking regulator, takes moves to
reduce financing costs for enterprises. These include cutting fees for some
financial services, prohibiting bundle sales of financial services and
encouraging banks to conduct credit checks to increase lending efficiency

•

These moves were formulated in a ‘guideline’ which also emphasised that
banks should stop providing credit support to “zombie enterprises” in
order to bolster access to loans for companies with clear capital needs

•

Further reforms also announced for China’s small-mid sized banks. PBoC
Governor has also commented on bank recapitalisation, with the central
bank helping banks, especially small-mid size, to recapitalise
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Two Sessions in Brief
GDP Growth Targets
• In a significant move, Government announced it will scrap annual GDP
growth targets (in place since 1990), indicating the scale of the impact
COVID-19 as has on the economy. Priorities pivot from GDP targets to
employment, living standards and reforming public health and biosecurity
Fiscal Stimulus
• Stimulus package of RMB 3.6 trillion was announced to lead postpandemic recovery. RMB 1 trillion in special treasury bonds to be issued,
local governments’ special bond quota increased to RMB 3.75 trillion (an
increase of RMB 1.6 trillion y/y)
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Two Sessions in Brief
Hong Kong
• In a surprise move, the Government announced the ratifying of a
controversial national security law for Hong Kong
Others
• 11 financial reform measures announced and plethora of legislation
• New mandate and modernisation of the PBoC (central bank)
• More Free Trade Zones to be established in central and western regions
• Further moves to shorten ‘negative list’ for foreign investments
• The push for the Belt and Road will continue
• 2020 marks end of China’s current 5yr Plan, analysts were watching closely
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Summary
•

‘Fast track’ international travel agreements for ‘essential business
personnel’ now announced between China and a number of countries
including: South Korea, Germany, UK and Japan

•

The annual ‘Two Sessions’ meetings, the most important events in China’s
political calendar, drew to a close in Beijing, with a plethora of legislation,
reforms and significant announcements made

•

Wuhan completes 9 million COVID-19 tests (NAT) within 10 days with plans
to now finish testing the remainder of the city’s 11+ million population.
The large-scale testing in Wuhan has identified only one new infection, but
has also given insight into the scale of asymptomatic infections (‘silent
carriers’). Only 218 silent carriers have been identified so far
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Recommendations
•

Businesses should continue to plan for restrictions on foreign nationals
entering China to largely remain in place, with only few exceptions.

•

However, businesses with staff located in eight countries can now evaluate
the prospect of using the emerging ‘Fast Track’ application system in order
to move critical staff back into China

•

Businesses should continue to plan for logistical challenges facing local
staff who need to frequently travel. While travel restrictions within China
have been significantly eased, delays and complications should be
anticipated in relation to the updating and management of Health Codes
and continued incompatibility of some regional Health Code APP systems
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